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Knowledge under Construction investigates how young children develop spatial, geometric, and scientific thinking
skills-particularly those associated with architecture. Based on original research and analysis of videotapes of children's
play with blocks, the authors' findings suggest that such play is anything but pointless.

Previous Next Type 3 buildings can be of either new or old construction, and they have non-combustible walls
and a wood roof. If operating on one of these buildings, firefighters should be suspect of conventionally
framed materials that may be weathered, built-up roofs or roof-on-top-of-roof systems. Photo Steven Frank,
Type 3 buildings can be of either new or old construction, and they have non-combustible walls and a wood
roof. They learn how to date a building, predict collapse tendencies and patterns, determine fire severity from
smoke factors and, as this article addresses, how to best ventilate the structure. Buildings are broken down into
five categories Types 1â€”5 , ranging from the stoutest of construction to that which will most likely fail
rapidly when under fire conditions. Each building type has specific characteristics that ladder companies must
be familiar with so that they are able to ventilate the building in the safest and most efficient way possible. A
building is best identified during preplanning, but there are distinct features that will help firefighters identify
the building type as they pull up on scene. In addition to how the building type affects fire behavior and
ventilation, fire code requirements drive many building features that affect ladder company tactics. High-rises
are usually defined as buildings more than 75 feet tall, with some agencies making amendments for buildings
that are 35â€”55 feet tall. Even horizontal ventilation becomes challenging, as the windows are thick,
tempered glass and may not be an efficient way to ventilate the structure. Ladder companies must be
aggressive in securing the stairwells for both firefighters and victims evacuating the structure. If the structure
meets building code, it will be equipped with self-pressurizing stairwells and have HVAC systems that will
aid in air movement. If necessary, the ladder company may need to mechanically pressurize the stairwells
using a series of fans strategically placed at the base of the stairwell and every 10â€”12 floors depending on
the effectiveness of the fans. The fire protection and fire-related systems in these buildings are overwhelming,
so crews should make it a priority to locate a maintenance worker and keep them close throughout the
incident. Type 1 structures are easy to identify on height alone. Ladder crews should frequent Type 1 buildings
in their area and be familiar with the systems that they may encounter elevators, HVAC, fire pumps, etc.
Finally, they must not forget to maintain good working relationships with the maintenance workers at these
buildings. Non-Combustible Type 2 construction is typically found in new buildings and remodels of
commercial structures. The walls and roofs are constructed of non-combustible materials. Specifically, walls
are usually reinforced masonry or tilt slab, while roofs have metal structural members and decking. The top of
these roofs are often covered with lightweight concrete, foam, an insulated membrane or a combination of
these materials. And because metal roofs may fail with heatâ€”not just from direct fireâ€”expect early
collapse, especially in some of the bigger buildings that have a substantial fire load. Firefighters should
suspect Type 2 construction in newer commercial structures both big box buildings and strip malls. A good
habit to practice: When on the roof, ladder crews should cut an inspection hole to identify the decking
material. Once a metal roof has been confirmed, the rooftop crew should consider opening skylights or
resorting to natural ventilation in the form of large roll-up doors that are often found in the rear of the big-box
structures. Ordinary Type 3 buildings can be of either new or old construction, and they have non-combustible
walls and a wood roof. Older construction buildings may consist of unreinforced masonry and have a
conventionally framed roof, while newer buildings will have lightweight roof systems supported by reinforced
masonry or tilt slab. The most common types of roof systems in a commercial setting of Type 3 construction
include parallel cord truss and panelized roof systems. If it is determined that the roof is tenable, a ladder
company should be able to effectively use chainsaws to ventilate the building and make the appropriate cuts
based on the type of roof system. If approaching a building with no signs of unreinforced masonry, firefighters
should sound the walls to determine wall type before going to the roof. Once on top, they should be able to
identify the roof system and make an aggressive ventilation operation using saws. Newer construction uses
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truss systems in both panelized and parallel cord truss roof types that are known to fail rapidly and
unexpectedly with direct fire impingement. As such, ladder companies should sacrifice some property for time
and make vent holes over smoke, not fire. Whether conventional or lightweight, vertical ventilation on Type 3
construction is feasible and can be very effective. But safety is paramount; crews should always remain on
ledger walls or structural members. Sounding and diagnostic cuts are effective ways to not only ensure the
location of the structural members but also to allow the ventilation crew to monitor the roof conditions and act
accordingly. Heavy Timber Type 4 construction is found in older buildings and utilizes large dimensional
lumber for structural members and interior elements. Firefighters can identify these buildings by the large
lumber used for walls and the long distance of roof spans. These buildings were most commonly built before ,
when bolts and metal plates were used as connectors. Vertical ventilation may be achieved on these buildings,
but sawyers may encounter thicker-than-expected decking that may make for a longer completion of a
ventilation hole. Wood-Framed Type 5 construction is found in many modern homes. The walls and roofs are
made of combustible materialsâ€”most commonly wood. If the walls are wood-framed, the roof usually is as
well. Rooftops are ceramic tile or asphalt shingles placed over lightweight trusses and OSB. Both UL and
NIST studies have found that lightweight construction will fail within minutes of direct fire impingement.
Firefighters should sound the walls prior to going to the rooftop. Whether operating on tile or asphalt rooftops,
alternatives to rooftop ventilation should be considered if there is heavy attic involvement. If fire is isolated to
a room, flashover not collapse is the main concern, and aggressive ventilation is beneficial. Because the roofs
are made of wood, ventilation can occur through the asphalt shingles, but tiles should be removed first if
encountered. Positive-pressure attack is another tool that may prove beneficial for Type 5 construction. In Sum
Building construction types are truly the building blocks of how we operate on the fireground. By breaking
structures into the five different building types, we can see the similarities and differences among them, and
which factors influence how we ventilate different structures. Also, one of the biggest hurdles to combat on
the fireground is communication. The ability to ventilate or not ventilate a structure often drives the outcome
of the fire attack. If ladder companies are unable to operate on top of the fire building due to collapse potential
or inability to ventilate, then the incident commander will need to determine if interior crews should be
operating inside the building at all. Fire Department since and was promoted to captain in This Ladder Cadre
was developed to standardize ladder work and further training and research as it pertains to ladder company
operations in the state. Frassetto is a member of the IAFC. Sponsored Content is made possible by our
sponsor; it does not necessarily reflect the views of our editorial staff.
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Find great deals for Knowledge under Construction: The Importance of Play in Developing Children's Spatial and
Geometric Thinking by Daniel Ness and Stephen J. Farenga (, Paperback).

Mathematics is generally considered as the only science where knowledge is uni form, universal, and free
from contradictions. In contrast to other institutions - traffic rules, legal systems or table manners -, which are
often internally contradictory and are hardly ever unrestrictedly accepted, mathematics is distinguished by
coherence and consensus. Although mathematics is presumably the discipline, which is the most differentiated
internally, the corpus of mathematical knowledge constitutes a coher ent whole. The consistency of
mathematics cannot be proved, yet, so far, no contra dictions were found that would question the uniformity of
mathematics" Heintz, , p. The coherence of mathematical knowledge is closely related to the kind of pro
fessional communication that research mathematicians hold about mathematical knowledge. University of
Chicago Press Format Available: Fosher, having begun an anthropological study of counterterrorism in Boston
a few months prior to the attacks, thus found herself in a unique position to observe the formation of an
immensely important area of government practice. Under Construction goes behind the headlines and beyond
official policy to describe the human activities, emotions, relationships, and decisions that shaped the way
most Americans experienced homeland security. Ms Leila Vignal Language: Interdisciplinary in approach,
this volume explores and deciphers the symbolic value and iconicity of the built environment in the Arab Gulf
Region, its aesthetics, language and performative characteristics. Bringing together a range of studies by
artists, curators and scholars, it demonstrates how Dubai appeared - at least until the financial crisis - to be
leading the construction race and has already completed a large number of its landmark architecture and
strategic facilities. This volume argues that these endeavours are not simply part of a strategy to prepare for
the post-oil era for future economic survival and prosperity in the Lower Gulf region, but that they are also
aiming to strengthen identitarian patterns and specific national brands. In doing so, they exhibit similar, yet
remarkably diverse modes of engaging with certain global trends and present - questionably - distinct ideas for
putting themselves on the global map. Each country aims to grab attention with regard to the world-wide flow
of goods and capital and thus provide its own citizens with a socially acceptable trajectory for the future. By
doing that, the countries in the Gulf are articulating a new semiotic and paradigm of urban development. For
the first time, this volume maps these trends in their relation to architecture and infrastructure, in particular by
treating them as semiotics in their own right. Creating Paths toward Transformation assumes the role of
contractor by laying a foundation for aspiring leaders to build on during the lifelong journey of leadership
self-development. This self-development coaching tool supports students and teachers in building a conceptual
foundation for leadership. All Rights Reserved Author by: The large number of submissions shows that the
interdisciplinary community is still growing and active. This volume again covers a broad range of topics.
Argumentation is central to legal reasoning and therefore it is no surprise that researchers have focused on
computational theories of argumentation. In this book four papers are dedicated to this topic. Typical to the
legal field is the use of written knowledge sources, especially legal sources. This book contains four papers on
legal sources. The latter especially are becoming more and more popular due to developments in Semantic
Web research. Four papers on these topics can be read in this book. Three papers are included on applications
and last but not least, the book contains four short papers on various topics.
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In an era when tensions between developmentally appropriate early-childhood practices and the push for rigid academic
goals exist, many early childhood educators are placed in the position of having to defend the importance of play.
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Chapter 5 : Understanding Building Construction Types - Fire Rescue
Knowledge under Construction is the first to examine young children's spatial and scientific thinking through their
architectural constructions with Legos_ and blocks. The authors' coding system allows teachers and parents to observe
and record children's cognitive behaviors related to spatial thinking.
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The item Knowledge under construction: the importance of play in developing children's spatial and geometric thinking,
Daniel Ness and Stephen J. Farenga represents a specific, individual, material embodiment of a distinct intellectual or
artistic creation found in Brigham Young University.
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